
Multilingual Support
Science Techbook for Texas includes embedded support tools that cater to the learning needs of diverse students, 
especially Emergent Bilinguals, and is available online, offline, printed, and with read-aloud options. 

Student Narrative (lesson text)               + Print and digital

Vocabulary and Glossary

Videos (and captions)              

Interactives

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Complete Spanish Curriculum
Science Techbook for Texas is available in English and authentically 
translated Spanish in print and digital. Students, families, and teachers 
can easily switch between both languages using the language toggle. 
The toggle changes text, video narration, interactives, vocabulary, and 
formative and summative assessment items.

Immersive Reader for 100+ Languages
The embedded Microsoft Immersive Reader supports struggling 
readers, Emergent Bilinguals, and any student needing more 
accessible content within Science Techbook for Texas. It offers 
text translation in 100+ languages (including Chinese, German and 
Vietnamese), the ability to customize font size, color, and spacing, a 
picture dictionary, and the option to hear text read aloud.

Authentic Spanish Translations 
(Via Language Toggle)

100+ Language Translation 
(Via Immersive Reader and browser extensions)

Learn More 
DiscoveryEducation.com/TX-Multilingual-Support

1.800.323.9084
Education_Info@discoveryed.com

https://www.discoveryeducation.com/florida/science/?utm_campaign=k12_florida_science_2023&utm_source=de_marketing&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=de_florida_science_multilingual_support_flyer&utm_term=


Additional Language + Literacy + Support

Interactive Glossary 
The Interactive Glossary fosters the acquisition of academic 
language and domain-specific vocabulary. Students can 
access the embedded vocabulary terms or the course 
glossary within each lesson to hear, read, and practice 
vocabulary related to each Concept. The Interactive Glossary 
includes Immersive Reader, where 100+ languages 
are supported (including Chinese, German and Vietnamese).

Original Content in English and Spanish 
Real World Phenomena Jr., a DE Original Series, introduces 
engaging science phenomena through short videos paired 
with ready-to-use instructional activities that bring science 
to life! The Spanish Phenomena Jr. videos feature native 
Spanish-speaking student actors.

Lexile Level Toggle 
Students and families can easily switch between two 
different Lexile reading levels in grades 3-8. Reading level B is 
approximately 200 Lexile lower than reading level A. Teachers 
can also assign specific reading levels to students as needed.
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DiscoveryEducation.com/TX-Multilingual-Support
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